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Rowan Oak is part of the University Museum and
Historic Homes.

29 Days of Thanks
Day 3: William Faulkner and Rowan Oak

NOVEMBER 3, 2014 BY CHRISTINA STEUBE

William Faulkner is a literary icon. He spent nearly his entire life living in
Oxford, attended Ole Miss and is known around the world.

His home for over 40 years, known at Rowan Oak, is owned by the
university and managed as part of the University Museum and Historic
Homes. It stands on 29 acres of land and visitors can tour the house,
which is a museum within itself, containing period furniture and some of
the author’s belongings.

Over the years, Faulkner has become synonymous with Ole Miss and Oxford. His literary works have
been studied worldwide, and most of them were produced just down the street from our great university.

Rowan Oak is open to visitors 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays and 1-4 p.m. Sunday for a
$5 fee p.m. The grounds are open each day from dawn to dusk, free of charge.

We are thankful for his works and to be connected to a major part of literary history.

For more information about how to visit Rowan Oak, visit the University Museum’s website.
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Campus Briefs
Students Learn ‘Real Politics’ in
Washington, D.C., Winter Session
OXFORD, Miss. – Eleven University of
Mississippi students spent their winter
break learning about the people who work
behind the scenes of the American
government in Washington, D.C. Lead by
Jonathan Klingler, assistant professor of
political science, the students of Pol 391:
Applied Politics met not with candidates,
but with the people who make candidates’
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Thank You To Our
Donors
Young Alumna Gives Back to School
of Accountancy
OXFORD, Miss. – Stephanie Jennings
Teague, of Chicago, sees her commitment
of $100,000 to the Patterson School of
Accountancy‘s new building at the
University of Mississippi as a means of
saying “thank you.” “It is a way to show a
small token of my appreciation to Ole
Miss, the faculty and staff, and the
accounting
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Ole Miss In the News
Reuters: Keep an Eye on the Money
Supply
U.S. inflation roller coaster prompts fresh
look at long-ignored money supply By
Michael S. Derby NEW YORK – The
amount of money sloshing around the U.S.
economy shrank last year for the first time
on record, a development that some
economists believe bolsters the case for
U.S. inflation pressures continuing to
abate. The Federal Reserve’s
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